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Neutrinos are massive!
The first evidence for new physics beyond the SM

Gonzalez Garcia and Maltoni, Phys. Rept. 460, 1(2008).

1. There are no right-handed neutrinos.
2. There is only one Higgs doublet of the SU(2)_L.
3. There are only renormalizable terms.

To generate non-zero neutrino masses one must relax 1 and (or) 2  (or) 3!

Dirac Majorana

•Seesaw mechanisms

•Radiative corrections

•RPV SUSY

Y_ν~10-12

Unnatural!



Neutrino mass models
Seesaw mechanisms,  SM+ super-heavy particles

ν

•Type-I :   Right-handed  Majorana neutrinos. 

•Type-II :  Triplet boson.

•Type-III : Triplet fermions.

:

RPV, sneutrinos get vevs , inducing mixing between ν and χ

Loop models, neutrino masses are radiatively induced

Ma



New physics @ the TeV scale

 Unitarity violation in WW scattering
Cold dark matter
Hierarchy problem
Muon g-2 String, …

GUTTeVEW scale

Gauge couplings unification
Flavor symmetry
SO(10 ), SU(5)…

Planck

EW precision observables
ν masses and oscillations
0νββ decays
….

SUSY
Extra dimensions
Little Higgs
Twin Higgs doublet
…..
Seesaw? testabilitynaturalness



Type-I +II seesaw model: SM+3 NR+ 1∆L

Seven Higgs bosons : doubly charged Higgs bosons Δ++and Δ--; singly 
charged Higgs bosons δ+ and δ-; CP-odd A0; CP-even H0 ; SM Higgs h0. 



Constraints from EW precision data:

Higgs sector  in detail:



Neutrino sector: Diagonalization (flavor basis  mass basis):

D R/R M M

V is not unitary

The interactions of heavy Majorana neutrinos with SM particles: 



A TeV-scale type-I+II seesaw scenario

 NR and ∆ are O(1) TeV or close to the EW scale.
 MD is O(10) GeV to generate large UV and LNV signatures for  N.
 ML is O(1) GeV to generate large LNV signatures for ∆.

1 GeV
10 GeV

100GeV

O(1) O(1)

Some questions:
•How  to generate small but non-zero neutrino masses?
• Does this model conflict with EW precision measurement?
• What about the collider signatures of NR and ∆ ?



Small neutrino masses  can be generated from 
slight deviation from this complete “structure 
cancellation” 

The relevant perturbation parameters are mainly responsible for those 
neutrino masses and contribute little to possible collider signatures ----
decoupling between collider physics and the neutrino mass generation.

Discrete flavor symmetry  can be  used to guarantee the 
“structure cancellation”  ---- Chao, Luo, Xing and Zhou PRD 08 

① Neutrino masses 

Dangerous radiative corrections 



②EW precision measurement constraint--- (g-2)μ

The current experimental data     E821 – Final Report: hep-ex/0602035

For details, see, Chao, arXiv:0806.0889

Heavy neutrinos, doubly and singly charged Higgs contribute to  g-2  



A. Rei~0, Rμi~ Rτi~0.1 in our chosen parameter space.
B. Δaμ is proportional to MN.
C. Given  200 GeV < MΔ< 500 GeV, the upper bound for MN is 310.5 GeV.



③ EW precision measurement constraint---LNV

I. Neutrinoless double beta decay
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II. LNV rare meson decays  M       M’ + lα + lβ



Constraints from LNV decays of mesons



④ Signatures of N and ∆ at the LHC

σ∝ |R|4, highly suppressed

σ∝ |R|2 ·BR,  N Produced on resonance



Numerical results ( A minimal case with only 1 N and  1 Δ )

3•1  complex matrix  R can be parameterized by 3 rotation angles 
and  3 phases      ---Xing,  PLB  2008

A typical input : s14 =0, s24=s34=0.1

Antush, et al  JHEP 06

Gu, Zhang and Zhou PRD 06



 σW is too tiny.
Single production is larger.
Ratio of σH and σpair lies in 
the range [1.1, 1.6].
Δ should be observed up to 

1.2 TeV.
 N should be observed up to 

1.1 TeV.



Correlative signatures of N and Δ



Concluding remarks

A testable TeV-scale type-I+II seesaw scenario 
is proposed.

 Constraints from EW precision measurement are 
considered.

 Collider signatures are discussed.

 Further work is necessary to distinguish LNV signatures 
of N from those of Δ.



Thank you


